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A. Welcome letter from the Student Officer:

Distinguished Participants,

Considering all major changes in our lives, it is a relief to welcome you to this annual session of

Kabatas Model United Nations Conference. I am Yağmur Zühal Tokur, a sophomore from Haydarpaşa

High. During this conference I will be serving as the President Chair of the Sixth Committee of the

General Assembly, LEGAL. I have been attending MUN conferences since 2018 and KMUN holds a

very special place in my heart therefore I will make sure this session will be a spectacular one for you

as well.

My Vice President Defne, our Academic Assistant Arda and I have tried to elaborate on the agenda

items in these chair reports however we highly encourage you to further research, bearing your own

position in mind. I hope these two topics being current, will get you even more zealous to study upon

them so that you can come up with the most logical and literal solutions. In case you have anything to

consult, please do not hesitate to contact me from my email address. I hope to make your experience

profoundly marvelous and can hardly wait to meet you.

Best Regards

Yağmur Zühal Tokur.

B. Introduction to the Committee

The Legal Committee is the sixth and the last out of the committees of the United Nations General

Assembly. Its primary duty is to provide an evaluation regarding accountability within international

law. As outlined in article 13 of the UN Charter, its fundamental aspiration is to promote the swift and

transparent implementation of international laws and universally ratified conventions. Alongside its

primary duty, the sixth committee has other purposes: addressing international relations, trade and

mailto:yztokur@gmail.com


terrorism, and disputes between states and organizations. Processing the international collaboration

regarding the implementation of the international law within the ratification and compliance of the

member states was the reason for establishing the sixth committee.

C. Introduction to the Agenda Item

‘’The lowest form of popular culture - lack of information, misinformation, disinformation, and a

contempt for the truth or the reality of most people's lives - has overrun real journalism’’, [1] says,

Carl Bernstein. Although this quote is from 1992; misinformation has always had a part throughout

history. One can even say that it dates back to ancient times, the Roman Republic of 2000 years ago,

when Octavian, the adopted son of Julius Caesar, launched fake news about Mark Anthony, one of

Caesar’s most trusted commanders, on the grounds that he cheated on his wife, the sister of Octavian,

Octavia, and was disrespectful to Roman traditions; thereby Octavian had the public support, which

made it one of the first political propagandas in the world. [2]

Especially after the foundation of the printed press, as it became easier to spread both accurate and

false information to wide human groups, fake news became an even bigger part of our lives.

“Falsehood flies, and truth comes limping after it, so that when men come to be undeceived, it is too

late; the jest is over, and the tale hath had its effect. said Jonathan Swift in 1710[3], but the issue was

never limited to politics: Same as always misinformation affected many aspects such as but not limited

to the normal daily life, science, art, economics, and health as well: It won’t be wrong to highlight the

resemblance between the terms ‘Spanish flu’ and ‘Chinese Virus’: both depend on similar grounds of

misinformation and xenophobia.[4]Pursuant to this, it should be noted that the foundation of the

Internet led to the peak of misinformation. Conspiracy theories got about rapidly with the personas

people created online, through the websites or the social accounts that are accessible to anyone. We are

now a few clicks away from anything that we want to learn - or that others want to teach us.

Considering all of the above, one can surely deduce the fact that in today's globalized world, in times

of chaos, which can be pandemics, elections or protests there occurs another equally important

problem: infodemics. In times like these, supported and increased by the panic, fear or the eagerness to

earn money, exploit people's trust or just to have fun and make jokes people tend to spread false

news[5], and due to several causes, people often do not look for grounds or sources when reading an

article, online.Hence, the ongoing pandemic of COVID-19 is one of the aforementioned situations, as,

in addition to the fact that the World Health Organization (WHO) declared it a Public Health

Emergency on International Concern on January 30th, 2020[6], Director-General of the World Health

Organization (WHO) also declared that the COVID-19 epidemic is going through an ‘infodemic’

(shorthand for information epidemic) of misinformation [7].

http://carlbernstein.com/magazines_the_idiot_culture.pdf
https://www.worldhistory.org/article/1474/the-propaganda-of-octavian-and-mark-antonys-civil/
https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1057/9780230377844_7
http://www.colby.edu/magazine/minus-the-war/
https://www.bbc.com/news/blogs-trending-52474347
https://www.who.int/director-general/speeches/detail/who-director-general-s-statement-on-ihr-emergency-committee-on-novel-coronavirus-(2019-ncov)
https://www.who.int/docs/default-source/coronaviruse/situation-reports/20200202-sitrep-13-ncov-v3.pdf


The delegates of the Legal Committee in KMUN 2021 are expected to tackle this infodemic in

accordance with the works of WHO, as much as discussing their own ideas and solutions regarding

our battle against misinformation.

D. Key Terms

Misinformation: Information that is misleading,erroneous or false.While it is sometimes and shared

intentionally,it is often created unintentionally or as humour,it rather should be taken seriously at some

times.

Disinformation: Pieces of information calculated and intentionally spread with the intention of

targeting a certain person,group, party,state,company, product etc. which causes confusion.

Infodemic: Infodemic is a portmanteau of "information" and "epidemic" that typically refers to a rapid

and far-reaching spread of both accurate and inaccurate information about something. [8]

Fake News: False stories that appear to be news, spread in the media, especially on the internet;

generally created to manipulate public opinion on something or to mock something.

Fabricated Content: New content that is 100% false, designed to deceive and do harm.

False Connection: When headlines, visuals of captions don't support the content.

Misleading Content: Misleading use of information to frame an issue or an individual.

False Content: When genuine content is shared with false contextual information.

Satire: The use of humour, irony, exaggeration, or ridicule to expose and criticize people's stupidity or

vices, particularly in the context of contemporary politics and other topical issues. Satire can lead to

misinformation when it is misinterpreted or misunderstood.

Imposter Content: When genuine sources are impersonated with false, made up sources to support

the idea that is to be implemented.

Manipulated Content: When genuine information or imager is manipulated to deceive, as with a

doctored photo. [9]

Pandemic: Something that occurs over a wide geographic area and typically affects a certain

proportion of the population.

Proliferation: The increase in the number or amount of something.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Infodemic
https://newslit.org/educators/resources/misinformation/


Report: To make a complaint to an authority about something or someone.

News Credibility: An evaluation of news in terms of, but not limited to, accuracy, fairness,

objectiveness, trustworthiness, completeness, and the absence of biases.

Digital Journalism:A contemporary form of journalism where editorial content is distributed via the

Internet, as opposed to publishing via print or broadcast and also can be called “Online

Journalism”[10]

Yellow Journalism: Yellow journalism and yellow press are American terms for journalism and

associated newspapers that present little or no legitimate, well-researched news while instead using

eye-catching headlines for increased sales.Techniques may include exaggerations of news events,

scandal-mongering, or sensationalism. Yellow journalism is used today as a pejorative to decry any

journalism that treats news in an unprofessional or unethical fashion. [11]

Post-truth: relating to circumstances in which people respond more to feelings and beliefs than to

facts[12]

E. General Overview

Dissolution of the USSR; which followed their withdrawal from Third World Countries and Eastern

Europe, marked the rise of democracy in certain states governed with Marxist dictatorships before.

Globalization was on the table; therefore, every single piece of information was to be connected as if

they were rings of a chain. While the tension between the blocks ceased, the idea of collectivism

rose.[13] Besides, technological developments were increasing incrementally. Hence humanity created

an archive accessible to people regardless of their location, identity and their socioeconomic state.

Digital Journalism originated in pursuit of the online presence of Commercial Web Browsers like

Netscape Navigator (1994), and Internet Explorer (1995).

By 1996, most news outlets had an online presence. Although journalistic content was repurposed

from original text/video/audio sources without change in substance, it could be consumed in different

ways because of its online form through toolbars, topically grouped content, and intertextual links. A

twenty-four-hour news cycle and new ways of user-journalist interaction web boards were among the

features unique to the digital format. Later, portals such as AOL and Yahoo! and their news

aggregators (sites that collect and categorize links from news sources) led to news agencies such as

The Associated Press supplying digitally suited content for aggregation beyond the limit of what client

news providers could use in the past.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_journalism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yellow_journalism
https://www.oxfordlearnersdictionaries.com/definition/english/post-truth
https://dergipark.org.tr/tr/download/article-file/19517


In 2008 for the first time in history it was recorded that, people of the US would rather have their news

from the Internet than from newspapers.That was a milestone for digital journalism.On the other hand,

this revolutionary result highlighted the fact that it is incontrovertible to perceive  journalism

regardless of misinformation[14].

Both “Fake News” and “Misinformation” were already common terms by the start of the 21st century.

As the media tools became more accessible worldwide, usage of the term “Fake News” became

widespread. The more accessible it got for people to share their thoughts,beliefs,and things they have

heard from unreliable sources; the more false information was made and spread. Presence of the

papers they already rely on online was a relief for sure nevertheless not only newspapers but also

blogs,dictionaries,online publicly created encyclopedias were present and it was unignorable that even

respected newspapers sometimes misinformed their mass of people.

Misinformation can be made with various motives such as manipulating public opinion,increasing

circulation, tricking people into visiting their websites to increase their visitors followingly their

financial gain sometimes even without a certain motivation just by mistake.[15] Maintaining its

existence as the information exists, misinformation is also a part of our world and it is undeniable that

proliferation of internet usage to distribute information, brought proliferation of false news and

misinformation online.

To elaborate on our agenda item specifically, Misinformation on COVID-19 pandemic is a concerning

issue.  In 1646, Thomas Browne published his Pseudodoxia Epidemica, a title can be translated

topically as “An Epidemic of Fake News”, concerning the “vulgar errors” and superstitions of the

age.[16] As of 2021 we are living in not an “Epidemic” but a “Pandemic” of fake news which may

sound frightening when you take the fact that, we achieve and process information fastest way

possible; into account.

Conspiracy theories may make history, maybe even our daily lives, more exciting nevertheless they are

to be avoided in cases like this. When the People's Republic Of China defined a different Sars virus,

conspiracy theories were all over the internet and anything but the truth itself was mistaken to be

believed[17]. While the creation process of the virus remains unknown, some people were eager to

blame the PRC, the birthplace of the virus. As some were to claim the spread of the virus was on

purpose, even then president Donald Trump called COVID-19“The Chinese Virus”. Research done by

the California State University shows reported hate crime towards Asian-Americans rose 164%, from

36 to 95, in the first quarter of 2021 in comparison to the first quarter of 2020 and most as most other

researches do they link the increase to the COVID-19 pandemic[18].

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_journalism#:~:text=It%20originated%20in%20the%20early,outlets%20had%20an%20online%20presence.
https://cameron.libguides.com/FakeNews/TypesOf#:~:text=Imposter%20Content%3A%20when%20genuine%20sources,to%20deceive%20and%20do%20harm
https://www.theguardian.com/books/2019/nov/22/factitious-taradiddle-dictionary-real-history-fake-news
https://allianceforscience.cornell.edu/blog/2020/04/covid-top-10-current-conspiracy-theories/
https://www.csusb.edu/sites/default/files/Report%20to%20the%20Nation%20-%20Anti-Asian%20Hate%202020%20Final%20Draft%20-%20As%20of%20Apr%2030%202021%206%20PM%20corrected.pdf


Apart from that, the blame

was oftenly put on the states

with largest economies,

sometimes the existence of

the whole pandemic was

refused to be true. Moreover

some people believed that the

plot was nothing but the Big

Pharma’s fault. As one theory followed another some people refused to take the verified precautions,

since these theories shook their faith in not only their own states but also the World Health

Organization.

Numerous conspiracy theorists said that the virus was produced in a lab by Microsoft owner Bill Gates

and that it was an intentional act to reduce the population. In addition to these theories, there were also

theories stating China produced the virus as a biological weapon for the United States. Theorists even

said that the virus was an act produced by the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) to damage China's

economy. Perhaps the worst of these lies was a video circulated on the internet to illustrate animal

markets in Wuhan. The video was a move to damage China's reputation by showing a marketplace

selling dogs, cats, mice, and bats. Many YouTubers showed the market shown in the video as a

marketplace in Wuhan, which was located in Langowan. Thus, a colossal lie has emerged on the

internet that most people were deceived. Although the rumors about the markets are not true, the

Chinese government announced in late February that it banned wild animals and their consumption.

Following the outbreak of covid-19 cases, the World Health Organization declared the novel

coronavirus outbreak a global pandemic on March 11, 2020 [19]. After 17 days this statement was

tweeted by the United Nations Secretary General realizing the threat, “Infodemic of misinformation”

posed.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/COVID-19_pandemic


Statista, a German data company, stated that there are 4 billion unique phone users in the world,

according to the 2019 April report. In addition, a study revealed that 70% of adults are using the

internet to obtain information for health purposes. Several researchers researched to find out the

credibility of YouTube videos about COVID19. According to the study, an estimated 25% of YouTube

videos provide misleading information about the coronavirus[20].

Not only youtube but other social media tools which were mainly designed to entertain people

however they turned out to become our news sources. During the first month after the virus first

emerged, more than 15 million tweets were sent mentioning coronavirus so in order to tackle the issue

of spread of fake news, news from reliable sources such as WHO which were fact-checked and

verified prioritized within the Twitter algorithm. Following the development of the crisis, precautions

that are taken were increased. Therefore algorithms started taking more initiative on the matter by

flagging the content that needed removal. However these attempts were not enough to fully cover the

fake news so Instagram chose to give a warning regardless of the news’ status. Facebook, a platform

which also owns Instagram, banned the sale of any products that were facing shortage due to the

sudden outbreak of covid-19.

These actions were strictly required by the governments so it would be pointless to expect that they

wouldn’t take their own precautions. They did by joining forces with social network services to

eliminate fake news and also provided the true information on their own up-to-date platforms and

websites.Nevertheless there are countries that haven’t taken the necessary precautions due to their lack

of technological opportunities therefore they may require assistance of social networks and their

expertise on the matter while developing their provision[21].

A researcher named Wen-Ying Sylvia Chou researched the potential outcomes of the misinformation

about coronavirus. As a result, she found that misinformation encouraged the use of substances

harmful to the human body. For instance, in the US state of Phoenix, a person who saw in the news

that chloroquine was effective against coronavirus died after drinking chloroquine.

Later, the information began to circulate that gargling with salt water was the cure for coronavirus.

Although any specialist or doctor did not confirm this information, many people thought this

information was factual. It is necessary to consider that false information given may be harmful or

even fatal. For instance, forty-four people died, and hundreds were hospitalized after it was said that

homemade alcohol was effective against coronavirus in Iran.[22]

https://www.statista.com/topics/779/mobile-internet/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/bernardmarr/2020/03/27/finding-the-truth-about-covid-19-how-facebook-twitter-and-instagram-are-tackling-fake-news/?sh=2b397ff81977
https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/article-abstract/2715795


The most memorable example that can be given to this event is President Trump's statement. He

claimed that chloroquine and hydroxychloroquine used in the treatment of malaria are effective against

coronavirus and were approved by the Federal Drug Administration (FDA), although they were not

approved. Two days after this announcement, the 60-year-old couple in the state of Arizona was

hospitalized after drinking chloroquine. The woman said she heard the information from the news. Her

husband died. In the statements made afterward, the Federal Drug Administration (FDA) declared:

"Given the uncertainty around Covid-19, we understand that people are trying to find new ways to

prevent or treat this virus. But self-medicating is not the way to do so."

The spread of the coronavirus was another myth circulating on the internet. While it was said that hot

and cold weather killed the coronavirus, this was not true. Likewise, it was said that mosquitoes were

alleged to carry coronavirus. The other rumor is that after learning a patient in Italy was tested positive

for coronavirus; it is said that he went to other countries to spread the coronavirus.

Another lie circulated on the internet was the symptoms of the coronavirus. The news covering

symptoms like drowning while breathing was a coronavirus symptom was disproved due to research

by experts and doctors.

Today as we mark the first year of the “Covid-19 Pandemic” misinformation is still faced while the

vaccinations are being distributed around the world. Ever since the People's Republic of China

approved their vaccine CanSino for exclusive and limited use, myriads of other vaccinations are also

developed yet their proprietary conspiracy theories follow all of them. Superstitions revolving around

vaccines caused a certain amount of people to avoid vaccination, some of them were provided with

free vaccination yet still, despite the encouragement made by the states and WHO there are people

hesitating and there are people who are strictly “anti-vaccine”.

[23]

https://ourworldindata.org/covid-vaccinations


F. Timeline of Key Events

December 31, 2019 China reported a case of "pneumonia of

unknown cause" in Wuhan to the World Health

Organization.

January 9, 2020 China declared the first confirmed death in

Wuhan.

January 10, 2020 The World Health Organization (WHO) declared

the outbreak a Public Health Emergency of

International Concern.

January 11, 2020 China reported the first death from COVID19.

February 11, 2020 The new virus was named COVID19.

March 11, 2020 The World Health Organization (WHO) declared

a COVID19 pandemic.

April 4, 2020 The World Health Organization (WHO) reported

1 million confirmed cases worldwide.

December 14, 2020 The United Kingdom reported a COVID19

variant to the World Health Organization.

December 31, 2020 The World Health Organization published the

first emergency use verification for a COVID-19

vaccine.

May 18,2021 369 Million people are fully vaccinated which

makes the 4.7% of world's population



G. Major Parties Involved

World Health Organization (WHO)

The World Health Organization was founded on April

25th, 1945 at the San Francisco Conference, which was

officially called the United Nations Conference on

International Organization [24] and later actually

established in 1948. It is a specialized body of the United

Nations on public health and the biggest international

cooperation on such matters. [25] WHO has been

combating this ongoing pandemic as much as they have

been in Ebola, HIV and many other outbreaks. WHO is

currently tackling infodemic with many raising awareness

campaigns and always addressing the importance of social

media platforms such as Facebook, Instagram, Twitter,

Youtube and more, and currently working with an analytics company to ‘’incorporate social listening

into its public health messaging development’’, as stated on their article from August 25th, 2020[26].

People’s Republic of China

Being the starting point of the current pandemic of Covid-19 [27] in early December 2019, China has

been the center of world attention for a while. Conforming to this, aside from being reprehended by

several states, the country had been the object of many claims on their handling of the transparency of

An activist protesting the arrest/ Kim Cheung

https://digital.library.pitt.edu/islandora/object/pitt%3A31735066261599/viewer#page/30/mode/2up
https://www.britannica.com/topic/international-organization
https://www.who.int/news-room/feature-stories/detail/immunizing-the-public-against-misinformation
https://www.who.int/docs/default-source/coronaviruse/situation-reports/20200423-sitrep-94-covid-19.pdf?sfvrsn=b8304bf0_2#:~:text=Retrospective%20investigations%20by%20Chinese%20authorities,%2C%20some%20did%20not.


the outbreak process, such as but not limited to the arresting  of the journalist and former lawyer

Zhang Zhan after reporting the outbreak in Wuhan for ‘picking quarrels and provoking trouble’[28]

and underreporting the cases in early 2020.[29]

United States of America

In addition to being the biggest financial contributor[30] of  the World Health Organization, USA was

also the center of many anti-lockdown protests and very famous conspiracy theories online about

Covid-19, its origin, its so-called treatments, its way of spreading and several other matters related to

it. Moreover, Washington State University researcher Yan Su stated that people who relied on social

media as their prior resource of news were more likely to be misinformed about the current pandemic.

He analyzed the responses to the 2020 American National Election Studies Exploratory Testing

Survey and according to this more than 480 of the 3080 questionnaire submitters were in fact

misinformed on at least one of the two conspiracy pieces -which were about the origin and the vaccine

of the virus.[31] Also as mentioned in the introduction, xenophobia and misinformation bring up

another big problem: hate crimes. ‘Protecting civil rights and investigating hate crimes remain a high

priority for the FBI.’:This sentence was a part of the warnings released by the FBI at the beginning of

the pandemic [32] Affirmingly as we can see in the chart below too, there have been a considerable

amount of hate crimes against Asian-Americans during 2020.

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-china-54969682
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-china-52404612
https://www.who.int/about/funding/contributors
https://news.wsu.edu/2020/12/14/social-media-use-increases-belief-covid-19-misinformation/
https://www.fbi.gov/coronavirus?__cf_chl_jschl_tk__=b680d437962ead521f7c437646a56066f2ab9437-1621076666-0-AfhKXVmapz4l3PTx1rXVH1t1kpZ68wLUd0cg4Yhsb0aqjyIiU-l8jYpAcZEjO-VF7VFHanrqPCJHk-EBwOR8ZnwGD7-rslrBRaBSv4KjiHrKRqYFnznFz1xeNzucn90l7zgx3cUuR9BNJyGM9mH96tG1ZlNauWViAL0I6OHQklXvHiAbSA-DTrHMSnCP8G4jPrOT0g0T4Le7j0N1rADX266zELYE4c-fYrzW4Dxw1ZGAjqk14DVC09oGRg6oadtCe1BHWE2WSpmL_vaxatFltq-L59glzBQFT016fA0BhLBYsJw5WoJXAJt83ZMV6Gb4cihMHlaNPrTWd6deEyeyaUf3Yg2Tc05WnpBGROsQ2kmgJ_bDdROhAxm6XrcbItMzszF4CEujI98WiQ99OhEsVb6jnhB40ra3YyePx9b3ZFtDIHua9g96eaAHbX_mZlypuz2GIeh7JB9Ah7PVZ7iGAxA


H. Previous Attempts to Solve the Issue

The United Nations released its 5 ways of fighting misinformation [33] which are producing and

disseminating facts and accurate information, partnering with businesses, working with media and

journalists, mobilizing civil society, and speaking out for rights.

From the beginning of the pandemic, as stated by the Director General of the WHO [34] we have also

been in conflict with an infodemic, and since then

they have been working on informing the public

through their websites to raise awareness,

continuously updating their Covid data and reports,

developing interim guidance on many subjects and

additively developing an online course on general

information about the disease[35]

In addition to these, the World Health Organization

(WHO) team called "Mythbusters" aims to prevent

well-known myths about coronavirus by working

with channels such as Facebook, Instagram, Twitter,

and Google by providing wide-ranging information

on its own website as well.[36]

WHO is also working in collaboration with the government of the  United Kingdom on a campaign on

raising awareness called ‘Stop the Spread’ and promoting this campaign in Africa, Asia, Europe,

Middle East and Latin America.[37]

‘To establish a new, more just and more effective world information and communication order’, as the

General Assembly resolution of 18 December 1978 states, the United Nations General Assembly at its

34th session established the Committee on Information. This committee is a subsidiary organ of the

General Assembly and deals with issues related to public information, by cooperating with the

Department of Global Communication and meeting for a ‘General Debate’ for two weeks each year.

About the countries separately, some of them chose censorship: there have been arrests in many states

on the grounds of preventing the spread of fake, provoking news and rumors about the pandemic.

These states are as followed, but definitely not limited to Turkey[38], Iran[39], India[40]

Cambodia[41], and China[42, 43]. Myanmar[44] and the United Arab Emirates[45] brought up

restrictions and criminal penalties regarding the proliferation of rumors. Before coming up with

https://www.un.org/en/un-coronavirus-communications-team/five-ways-united-nations-fighting-%E2%80%98infodemic%E2%80%99-misinformation
https://www.who.int/docs/default-source/coronaviruse/situation-reports/20200202-sitrep-13-ncov-v3.pdf
https://www.who.int/docs/default-source/coronaviruse/situation-reports/20200202-sitrep-13-ncov-v3.pdf
https://openwho.org/courses/introduction-to-ncov
https://www.who.int/emergencies/diseases/novel-coronavirus-2019/advice-for-public/myth-busters
https://www.who.int/news-room/feature-stories/detail/countering-misinformation-about-covid-19#:~:text=%E2%80%9CStop%20The%20Spread%E2%80%9D,treatment%20of%20the%20disease.
http://undocs.org/en/A/RES/33/115
https://foreignpolicy.com/2020/04/01/coronavirus-censorship-pandemic-disinformation-fake-news-speech-freedom/
https://www.rferl.org/a/iran-says-3600-arrested-for-spreading-coronavirus-related-rumors/30583656.html
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/1329878X20948202
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2020/03/24/cambodia-accused-of-political-clampdown-amid-coronavirus-outbreak/
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/1329878X20948202
https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/ryanhatesthis/china-is-arresting-people-for-spreading-rumors-online-about
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/mar/31/myanmar-editor-could-face-life-in-jail-for-interviewing-rebel
https://theconversation.com/gulf-states-use-coronavirus-threat-to-tighten-authoritarian-controls-and-surveillance-136631


solutions related to limiting the online resources to the public, delegates should bear in mind the fact

that the wrong amount of censorship might create a harmful flow.

A big part of the world population now is getting more and more dependent on online sources

everyday to get their news, studies show that a majority of U.S. adults – 62% – get news on social

media, and 18% do so often. [46] And this brings up a big responsibility upon social media platforms

in times like this pandemic. About Covid, they worked in collaboration with WHO with the creation of

‘WHO Information Network for Epidemics’ by the risk communication team of WHO.Social media

manager with WHO's department of communications, Aleksandra Kuzmanovic said ‘...with social

media platforms, and that is something we are putting our strongest efforts in, is to ensure no matter

where people live….when they’re on Facebook, Twitter, or Google, when they search for

‘coronavirus’ or ‘COVID-19’ or a related term, they have a box that…directs them to a reliable

source: either to[the WHO website to their ministry of health or public health institute or centre for

disease control’ about the program. She also noted that Google had created an SOS Alert on

COVID-19 for the six official UN languages, and is expanding in some other languages and that the

idea was to direct people to receive information from WHO’s websites first.[47]

Facebook stated in February 2020 that misinforming content flagged by health organizations or local

authorities would be removed and later that it took down seven million of such posts. Facebook also

declared free advertising would be given to WHO[32].

Amazon has also banned over a million products which had ‘significantly higher than recent prices

offered on or off Amazon’ due to being so-called cures for Covid, for ‘hurting customer trust’.[48]

I. Relevant UN Treaties, Resolutions, and Events

A/RES/33/115

This resolution paper which was adopted in 1978 was the first one ever to address the question of

Information in such comprehensibility,with this paper the Committee on Information was established.

Although it addresses even more previous documents, in consideration of the questions timeliness it is

highly recommended to focus upon recent documents rather than the ones taking back to earlier.

https://www.journalism.org/2016/05/26/news-use-across-social-media-platforms-2016/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7133615/
https://www.inverse.com/innovation/facebook-is-giving-the-world-health-organization-free-ads-to-combat-the-coronavirus
https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-51675183
https://undocs.org/en/A/RES/33/115


A/RES/75/101/A-B

A:Information In the Service of Humanity

B:United Nations global communications policies and activities

Report of the Committee on Information

A/75/21

Report of the Secretary General

A/75/294

Reported by Secretary General of United Nations, António Guterres the third section addresses

Combating a pandemic of misinformation and promoting action in the context of the coronavirus

disease (COVID-19)

Global Media and Information Literacy Week : resolution / adopted by the General Assembly

On 25 March 2021, the United Nations General Assembly (UNGA) adopted a resolution, “Global

Media and Information Literacy Week”. This is the first UN resolution that calls for getting to grips

with problems that arise in the information environment, including the fight against the spread of

disinformation and misinformation. It is gratifying to see that being aware of the urgency of the issue

the UN member states approved the resolution unanimously, and it was co-sponsored by 96 of 193 UN

member states.

The “Global Media and Information Literacy Week” resolution encourages all UN member states, UN

bodies, social media companies and other relevant partners and stakeholders to mark the Global Media

and Information Literacy Week, focusing on disinformation challenges while addressing its further

attempts and documents regarding the  issue. Pursuant to a UNESCO decision, this theme is observed

each year in the week running from 24 to 31 October 2020. The resolution aims at raising an

individual’s ability to orient themself in and navigate through the information space as well as fighting

disinformation and misinformation, while at the same time upholding freedom of speech and freedom

of the media.[49]

J. Possible Solutions

The most crucial task in preventing misinformation about the coronavirus is on social media users.

Seeing and reporting false information and preventing it from reaching more users seems like the best

action one can take. However, social media channels need algorithms that work, are regularly updated

https://undocs.org/en/A/RES/75/101A-B
https://undocs.org/en/A/75/21
https://undocs.org/en/A/75/294
https://digitallibrary.un.org/record/3906257/files/A_RES_75_267-EN.pdf
https://www.mfa.gov.lv/en/news/latest-news/67723-latvia-an-initiator-of-a-resolution-just-adopted-by-the-united-nations-for-fighting-the-spread-of-disinformation-and-misinformation


with new filters, and reports back to the user for users to avoid misinformation. While creating this

atmosphere is not troublesome for social media outlets, users should get in the habit of reporting false

information for the sake of everyone.

In addition to this solution, international foundations can be established to prevent false news from

spreading or getting uploaded  about the coronavirus on the internet. The United Nations will be

holding the 10th edition of Global Media and Information Literacy Week this year; however, despite

how welcoming it is to NGOs and corporations, the United Nations is a celebration of the states.

Therefore, ideas that are focused on bringing representatives of media tools such as but not limited to

digital reporters, their executives, people providing them platforms, social media administrators

together could be brilliant.

Raising awareness upon the topic is also crucial. What makes misinformation so much of a threat is

that it can easily be spread second-handedly without any corrupt motive; consequently, awareness can

avoid further problems from occurring.

In order to cover more topics and find more comprehensive solutions, it is recommended to study upon

both the further documents of the UN bodies and the recent news towards comparing them to find

what previous documents lacked and with what they needed a follow up.
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